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1 Think tanks, INGOs, the private sector and a
dynamic hegemony
Even a cursory review of popular debate in
2008–10 reveals that the Financial Crisis of 2008
created space for a mainstream debate on the
purpose of capitalism. How are international non-
governmental organisations (INGOs),
international businesses and think-tanks using the
financial crisis as an opportunity to ‘reimagine’
the role of the private sector in development? This
article highlights one of the many spaces where
this debate was played out: a workshop in London
hosted by a private-sector think tank, Tomorrow’s
Company (TC),1 in May 2010, with the aim of
analysing the politics of change in this space at
one point in time. TC brought together over 40
leaders from the private sector, INGOs and public
bodies, such as the Department for International
Development (DFID), to discuss building stronger
relationships between INGOs and businesses, to
reduce poverty.2
After giving some background to the debate
around the relationship between the private
sector, the ‘third sector’ and think-tanks, this
article uses the workshop to explore three
interrelated questions: (1) Are ideas about
reimagining capitalism having any influence on
relationships between firms, INGOs and the
purpose of ‘development’? (2) Recognising that
think-tanks have historically exercised ‘soft
power’ to influence thinking and policy culture
(Parmar 2004; Wallace 2004), how is TC using
the crisis to influence the spread of new ideas
within the private sector and INGOs? (3) What
are some of the barriers to reimagining, in this
space, with these actors?
1.1 Methods
Informal interviews were conducted with the two
key members of the TC staff who designed the
workshop and four of the workshop participants –
two individuals from INGOs and two from the
private sector (representing two major
international corporations), who were open to
having informal interviews. In addition, the article
draws on workshop participant-observation, desk-
based research and two interviews with academics
in the field of corporate responsibility (CR), based
on their published works in the area. Most
corporate participants came from their firm’s CR
departments. Most of the participants came from
large, international organisations, primarily based
in the UK.
The analysis uses concepts of epistemic
communities, building on Stone and Denham’s
(2004) research on the think tank’s role in
shaping and influencing ideas and institutions
(Denham and Garnett 2004). It also follows Levy
and Newell’s (2002) use of the theories of
political economy offered by Gramsci (1971).
Gramsci views organisations such as firms, NGOs
and think-tanks as inherently political (and
social) actors. To what extent do they form
alliances that secure ‘hegemonic stability’
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(Levy and Newell 2004) – and how does that
influence the ideas, policies and practices shaping
international development? (Stone 2004).
2 Background: Of course business has an impact
on development!
In the midst of the crisis, comments such as this
from Zadek (2008) were common: ‘no one will
ever question the negative impact of
irresponsible business practices, the source of the
world’s first global recession’. But just as both
Mehta and Hossain (this IDS Bulletin) remind us
that the ‘crisis’ discourse is not new for many
communities on the ground, so we must
remember that for many, the ‘negative impact of
irresponsible business practices’ was not new:
international ‘development’ has long been
associated with environmental degradation often
directly or indirectly caused by powerful interests.
INGOs have long been engaged with variants of
corporate responsibility (Arts 1998; Newell 2000),
from encouraging civil regulation, to shareholder
and legal activism, to taking on watchdog roles
(Newell 2000, 2008; Welford 2002).
Businesses have, in turn, become increasingly
sensitive to the damage INGOs can do and the
support that INGOs can offer (Bendell 2004;
Utting 2002). Simultaneously, the need to
reconfigure the relationship between business
and civil society in developing countries to
achieve the goals of poverty reduction is part of
the continuing public–private partnerships
debate (Ford Foundation 2005; Fitzgerald and
Cormack 2006; UNDP 2008; WBCSD 2005),
which often discounts the role that INGOs can
play (Hearfield 2010). But how much difference
did the relative ‘failure’ of the dominant system
make (capitalism fuelled by a version of
economics that ‘mistakes beauty for truth’ as
Paul Krugman (2009) puts it), to enable
something ‘new’ to be created? How much can
the dominant system change?
3 The financial crisis opens space for discussing
the role of businesses in development
My informants suggested three primary ways in
which the financial crisis directly affected the
links between the private sector in the West and
international development: (1) the consequences
of the global recession in terms of reducing flows
to international aid; (2) global power shifts – for
many the result of the financial crisis was simply,
‘Asia Up, US Down’ (Malloch-Brown 2011) and
(3) questioning the best role of the private sector
in furthering societal progress.
Between 2008 and 2010, capitalism ‘became
political again’ (Bendell 2010), with frequent
calls to ‘rethink capitalism’ (Inamori 2009).
Much of this discourse re-affirmed capitalism –
with ‘tweaks’ (APABS 2009; Kinsley 2008); what
Gramsci might consider as the dominant
hegemony absorbing social pressures. These
included: ‘creative capitalism’ to ‘unleash’ social-
serving innovation (Kinsley 2008); ‘conscious
capitalism’ to emphasise equalising social
purpose and profit in the free market (Mackey
2007); ‘post-Enlightenment capitalism’, which
functions for the ‘greater good’ (Vidal 2009) and
‘reflexivity in markets’ (Soros 2008).
More ‘transformational’ ideas were able to be
aired and discussed, such as those in the UK
Sustainable Commission’s report, Prosperity
without Growth? (Jackson 2009). Other ideas
included ‘capital democracy’, i.e. advocating the
social benefits of shifting property rights law
(Bendell 2010); ‘Capitalism 3.0’, where
‘businesses that ‘serve the common good’ and
engage in ‘deep reflection’ (Scharmer 2010); and
a ‘great transition’ from an unsustainable
socioeconomy to a sustainable one (Simms et al.
2009). Within the realm of CR we are entering a
new phase of CR, in which CR becomes a ‘key
condition for a continued global market economy’
(Moller 2009). All of these ideas and calls to
action reflect the desire for business models that
better serve the public good.
TC workshop documents argued that the current
constitution of the market leads to unsustainable
outcomes for companies as well as society and
that successful companies will be the ones to
‘play a greater role in contributing to solving the
problems that society faces’ (Tomorrow’s
Company 2010: 3). But participants in the TC
workshop did not overtly challenge capitalism.
Partly, this is because challenging capitalism was
not the workshop’s aim. But a non-participant,
Jem Bendell, editor of the Corporate Citizenship
Journal, noted that this reflected a wider trend in
the private sector:
I have not heard managers or executives discussing
changing capitalism… People in companies don’t
know how to relate to and act on the awareness they
have about systemic problems driving the risks and the
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difficulties they are having. As a result, the actual
tangible projects that come from that realisation are
few and far between… The global debate, such as the
discussion on the UN global compact, is still trying to
appeal to the lowest common denominator.
(Bendell 2010, pers comm)
Space clearly opened for new discourse. In many
respects, participants from the private sector and
the INGOs found it difficult to imagine
themselves within it. But the TC workshop
illustrates how it, as a think tank, was able to
help some participants use this new space.
4 A think tank uses the newly open space
Tomorrow’s Company used the space of the
financial crisis to extend their long-held concern
of supporting businesses to act ‘responsibly’ on
behalf of all their stakeholders into what is, for
them, the new arena of international
development. That they, who have traditionally
been focused within the UK and ‘Western’
businesses, are looking at international
development, affirms the larger trends of the
business sector (including their sources of
intellectual capital) paying greater attention to
the ‘space’ of international development.
Their workshop posed the question: How can the
private sector be encouraged and supported in
practical and concrete terms to transform the
magnitude of its contribution to reducing global
poverty? Their year-long research prior to the
workshop suggested that ‘old certainties and old
scapegoats need to be fundamentally reassessed’
and that ‘both the private and the NGO sectors
are standing at the point of profound change
reflected in an examination of purpose, of
strategy and of relationship’ (Tomorrow’s
Company 2010: 2, 7).
TC, like most think-tanks, walk a tightrope
between being ‘innovative’ and pushing the
dominant discourse but simultaneously not being
so distant that they have no influence. This
workshop offered the chance for small group
discussions on concrete actions the INGOs and
companies could take to enable ‘inclusive
businesses’ (HKS 2010) that ‘build bridges
between business and the poor for mutual
benefit’ (UNDP 2008).
Both sectors were enthusiastic about having the
chance to network and meet in the ‘safe space’
TC provided – a key value added of think-tanks
(Stone 1999). And TC certainly did not expect
one workshop to ‘solve’ anything – it is the
follow-up conversations where the real work of
reimagining is expected to take place.
But even in what they described as a ‘safe space’
for open dialogue, reimagining had its
challenges. The main issue seemed to be the
tension between wanting to think conceptually
and the perceived pressure to come up with
concrete actions. For example, TC initially
proposed outlining some ‘principle conditions’ to
support companies to be effective forces for good
in international development (e.g. creating jobs
that offer decent and fair working conditions).
These ‘principle conditions’ were met with
resistance – most participants felt the exercise to
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Box 1 Challenges to reimagining during the workshop
z Vision vs implementation; practitioners often turn away from ‘big ideas’ as being
‘impractical’ – difficulty in knowing when, where and how vision and practical tools
should be integrated;
z Lack of clarity of who has the responsibility, the agency and the influence to change the
sector. Is it ‘leadership’? Whose? How to influence it?;
z Disparate ideas, from changing capitalism to moving ‘development’ from philanthropy
to core business practices remain unlinked and not cohesive;
z Structural barriers to change (e.g. market conditions which do not favour focusing on
‘development’ at the expense of profit, regardless of framing);
z Abstract, opinion-centred talk and ideas that do not give room for in-depth, thoughtful
consideration.
be too abstract and therefore unhelpful.
Participants wanted something more ‘real’.
Perhaps this is not simply a reflection of a
practitioner bias towards seeking practical
action, but rather a dynamic of one of the real
challenges of reimagining: to go beyond abstract
discussion with multiple stakeholders who hold
competing, as well as common, interests
(Yankelovich 1991). Throughout the workshop,
there was consistent tension between
participants wanting to engage in visioning and
often, the same participants cutting themselves
off from visioning by the perceived imperative of
rapidly achieving ‘real’ and ‘practical action’.
5 The workshop: comforting pragmatism?
Workshop participants agreed that they wanted
‘transformative change’, but could not articulate
a shared definition. There was much talk by the
business community of the need to ‘put aside
historical differences’ with INGOs. This was met
with caution by many in the INGO community,
even those with less history of confrontation
with the private sector. This separateness was
illustrated by a participant from a multinational
company who pointed out that just as companies
had CR teams separate from main operations,
so NGOs have business teams separate from
their main operations. Unsurprisingly, the ‘lack
of trust’ was agreed upon as a barrier for
working together – a familiar dynamic between
unusual bedfellows (Knorringa and Helmsing
2008).
Despite this, participants created ideas about the
potential benefits of closer work. These included:
improving corporate public image; attracting
‘high-quality’ employees who seek to ‘make a
difference’; a company’s desire to have access to
communities in emerging markets; and
cooperating with NGOs where there are shared
interests, such as lobbying for changes in the law
and regulations. Specific suggestions included
businesses’ desire for indicators to measure
social, environmental and ‘developmental’
impact; baseline data and follow-up data to
evidence what works, projects to learn how to
work with INGOs (and local partners) and
building trusting relationships.
But many proposals were for projects rather than
the potentially more transformative initiatives
aimed at tackling systemic issues. Of course, this
is a fundamental challenge in any social change
process, whether it involves the private sector or
not.
6 Going forward – with few signs of
transformation
It might be seen as ironic that just as capitalism is
questioned, many of these larger INGOs are
moving into closer relationships with businesses.
Perhaps more accurately, both sectors took
advantage of an opening presented by the financial
crisis to strengthen the relationships with each
other. For socially responsible businesses, here was
an opportunity to get ahead by differentiating
themselves from the ‘bad guys’. For INGOs, here
was an opportunity to influence powerful actors
who were increasingly attuned to poverty
reduction and environmental management.
But did the ‘crisis’ in the dominant capitalistic
model really change perceptions or actions? The
private sector participants in the TC workshop
found it uncomfortable to challenge core
assumptions about markets, often defaulting to
marginal changes. Similarly, INGOs found it
hard to face their own conflicted feelings about
working hand in hand with private sector actors.
Perhaps it was the enormity and abstractness of
the ideas and assumptions that participants felt
needed to be challenged, which made their
desire to hold onto smaller but more practical
actions so comforting. The tendencies of both
sectors to think via programmes and projects and
to work the system (but feel unable to challenge
the fundamentals) may also contribute to this.
Ultimately, the workshop participants seemed to
be skirting around the question of ‘how change
happens’ in a macro-system. Can the micro-
changes trigger macro-changes? There was hope
that they could, but as Utting (2002) points out,
the track record is not good. Without a changing
structure to work in, even progressive leaders in
the private sector feel constrained. It seems that
both sectors are so entangled in the dominant
model that true transformation of, or from,
either sector remains difficult – despite the
space opened by the financial crisis and the
ongoing facilitation of think-tanks like TC.
Effective reimagining needs to take account of
the larger ideas in the ‘macro’ space and provide
opportunities for actors from multiple
perspectives to create shared meaning and
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visions and talk through the abstractions into
practical tools and actions. This is a long-term
process; workshops are but one resting stop on a
long road of actors seeking to change and
influence the ideas that shape and even define
these complex relationships. Think tanks can
play a critical role in providing the space for
reflection, strengthening relationships and
building intellectual capital. The more all these
actors can prepare intellectual and relationship
capital for the intellectual and policy openings
that crises present, the more capacity they have
to actively effect change.
Part of the challenge is that development relies
on collective action between state and society in
all its forms. As one workshop participant said,
with so many different actors, ‘who has
responsibility for development?’ Critically
missing was the perspective of Southern voices.
Similarly, in the shifting global power
relationships, how much do workshops in
London actually impact either intellectual or
practical results around the world? The global
economic crisis may have ushered in some new
development relationships and intensified
others, but it is up to all of us to make them
work for development – so the de facto position
that ‘what is everyone’s business becomes
nobody’s business’ does not merely muddle
onward.
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Notes
1 www.tomorrowscompany.com (accessed
15 March 2010).
2 Examples of participating organisations
include the BodyShop and WWF-UK.
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